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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------minimize the time spent by users in the elevator
Abstract - Elevators are used in a large amount of buildings
system. Time is in an elevator context often measured
all over the world for fast and comfortable transportation.
in three categories: waiting time, travel time and the
Today it is becoming increasingly important for people and
sum of the waiting time and the travel time, called
products to be time efficient, and with technological
development new solutions are created to answer this rising
system time. Designers of elevator control systems
demand. To do this in an elevator context, elevator control
strive to minimize the time spent in the system,
strategies are implemented as optimal as possible. Machine
whether it is waiting, travel or system time. That
learning is a relatively new concept, but it is already used in
machine learning can improve the performance of an
attempts to improve the performance of elevator control
elevator system has already been suggested by Crites
strategies. Machine learning algorithms can learn from both
and Barto [3]. The objective of this paper is however to
the current and past environments. Also the Zoning division
examine how much machine learning can increase time
technique is proposed to improve the speed of operation.
efficiency for an elevator system compared to the
Conclusion drawn is that the current environment is most
alternative of using static elevator control strategies.
valuable in the user travel pattern down-peak, while
information about previous days especially can improve the
performance in the user travel pattern up-peak.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over a long period of time elevators have developed
significantly into the complex systems used today.
Elevator control strategies are used to increase
performance and by extension also user satisfaction.
Many such control strategies have been developed and
continue to be developed today, but a universal best
strategy is yet to be found [1]. Older elevator control
strategies have the restriction of being static, meaning
they have a set response to every event. Modern
control strategies may instead optimize performance
by collecting data about its environment and make
decisions suitable for that environment [2]. However,
constantly making the optimal decision is proven to be
NP-complete [1]. The requirement for adaptation
makes elevator systems a viable field of application for
machine learning. Machine learning as a concept
concerns algorithms that learn from data to increase
performance in the future. In the context of elevators
the algorithms are the control strategies and the data is
the users travelling patterns. The data is used to
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2.GENERAL PROPERTIES OF AN ELEVATOR
CONTROL SYSTEM
2.1 Elevator Control System Definition
An elevator control system handles one or more
elevator cars. If it handles more than one the term
group control, as defined by Siikonen [4], is used. A
group control records hall calls, calls made from the
call halls at different floors, and assigns the calls to the
cars according to the strategy used [4].
2.2 Decision Constraints
There are constraining factors for an elevator control
system, concerning user satisfaction, that have to be
considered regardless of the strategy used for
managing the elevator cars. Crites and Barto [5] write
about two such constraints. A car should not move past
a desired exit floor for any current passengers without
stopping. Additionally a car has to serve all calls made
within the car, car calls, in the current direction before
reversing direction.
2.3 Home-landing
Elevator control systems may park cars at specific
popular floors when the cars are not serving any users.
This feature is referred to as Home-landing in a well
known handbook [6]. There are two general strategies
for determining the home-landing floors: pre-program
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or learn from the environment. The latter configuration
is more adaptable, but also more complex. To
determine the suitable floors the system has to know
where most users enter. Only registering the hall calls
is not adequate since usually only the first person to
arrive at the call hall presses the button. Koehler and
Ottiger suggest two alternative methods for counting
users arriving at floors: use a camera or calculate the
weight of the car before and after stops and use the
data to estimate the number of users [7].
2.4 Call Hall Buttons
In the call hall, there are several possible button
configurations. For instance there could only be one
button at each floor, meaning a user can signal a car but
not specify travel direction or destination from the call
hall. To enable users to signal their intended
transportation direction, each call hall could have two
buttons: one for up and the other for down. The
precision could be increased further with a digit
keypad in every call hall, which allows users to indicate
their intended exit floor [8].
2.5 Travel Patterns
There are often patterns in the users’ usage of an
elevator. These are called travel patterns. Three main
travels patterns exist for users in elevator systems: uppeak, down-peak and interfloor [3].
Up-peak: Most users enter at a specific floor, most
commonly the ground floor, and exit at any other floor.
Down-peak: Most users enter at different floors and
exit at a specific floor, which again usually is the
ground floor.
Interfloor: No floor is significantly more frequent than
the others for either entering or exiting the elevator
system.
3. OPTIMIZATION BY GROUP CONTROL
3.1 Group Control
Modern elevator systems are often composed of
multiple elevator shafts and cars with the purpose of
transporting passengers to their destinations in the
building. In order to make the system operate
efficiently and safely a group control is implemented.
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Figure 1. The architecture of an elevator control system.

The basic functionality of an elevator system group
control is to appropriately coordinate the group of
elevators by assigning cars to the incoming calls, sent
by the passengers, and serving them as optimal as
possible. [12]
3.2 Group Control Examples
There is a wide range of solutions to the elevator group
control problem, however most existing group control
algorithms are patented or kept secret by different
elevator manufacturer companies. Many algorithms are
based on the same principles. Following are some of
the fundamental algorithms mostly used as a starting
point.[13]
3.3 Nearest Car (NC)
The perhaps most basic solution used to solve the
elevator scheduling problem is the nearest car
approach. It assumes that the person can choose to call
for an elevator to travel upwards and downwards. This
means that the elevator will know if the caller desires
to move up or down when it receives the call. When the
call for an elevator is made a value called the figure of
suitability (FS) is calculated for each elevator in the
same elevator group. The elevator with the highest FS
will be the elevator assigned to pick the person up. The
FS is being calculated depending on which state the
elevator currently is in which results in four different
rules. In these rules d is the distance between the car
and the landing floor, d=|car floor -landing floor| and
N is the number of floors. [13]
1. FS = N + 1 - (d - 1) = N + 2 - d
This rule will come into effect if the elevator car is
moving towards the landing call and the call is set in
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the same direction.
2. FS = N + 1 - d
This rule will come into effect if the elevator car is
moving towards the landing call but the call is set to
the opposite direction.
3. FS = 1
This rule will come into effect if the elevator car is
already moving away from the landing call (the
elevator is responding to some other call).
4. FS = N + 1 - d
This rule will come into effect if the elevator car is idle.
4. ZONING DIVISION TECHNIQUE
The division zoning technique is used for adapting the
group controller of the elevators to the traffic
conditions in the building. Here the Zoning Division
Technique is considered for floors and two elevators.

Figure 3. No Zoning

4.2 zoning odd/even
i. Elevator A allows only passengers with an odd
destination floor (1 or 3)
ii. Elevator B allows only passengers with an even
destination floor (2 or 4)
iii. The elevator stops at floor i, if the destination
position of a passenger is i.
iv. The elevator serves the passengers in the order of
direction: if there are passengers with destinations i
and j and i < j, then the elevator stops at i before j.
v. If all passengers in the elevator are served and the
elevator is empty, the elevator changes direction and
moves to the ground floor.

Figure 2. Zoning Division Technique

4.1 No zoning
Both elevators:
i. The elevator stops at floor i, if the destination
position of some passenger is i.
ii. The elevator serves the passengers in the order of
direction: if there are passengers with destinations i
and j and i < j, then the elevator stops at i before j.
iii. If all passengers in the elevator are served and the
elevator is empty, the elevator changes direction and
moves to the ground floor.

Figure 4. Zoning odd/even

4.3 Nested zoning
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i. Elevator A allows only passengers with a specific
destination floor, namely the floor numbers 1 and 4.
ii. Elevator B allows only passengers with a specific
destination floor, namely the floor numbers 2 and 3.
iii. The elevator stops at floor i, if the destination
position of a passenger is i.
iv. The elevator serves the passengers in the order of
direction: if there are passengers with destinations i
and j and i < j, then the elevator stops at i before j.
v. If all passengers in the elevator are served and the
elevator is empty, the elevator changes direction and
moves to the ground floor.

Figure 5. Nested zoning

In No zoning, both elevators serve all passengers, so
they can stop on every floor. An advantage of this
strategy is that passengers with a certain destination
floor can use both elevators; this can reduce the
waiting time. But a disadvantage is, that the elevator
makes more stops. Stop is a time consuming feature
and because no zoning serves all the floors with both
elevators, it performs worse in a high intensity
situation where as zoning odd/even and Nested zoning
works better. The difference between zoning odd/even
and nested zoning is that we can group particular floor
into particular zones, but in odd/even zoning only odd
and even floors are zoned.
5. MACHINE LEARNING AND ELEVATOR CONTROL
SYSTEMS
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Figure 6. Machine learning process

Artificial Intelligence, AI, is intelligence in machines or
software. One area within AI is machine learning. The
principle of machine learning is that a machine is able
to learn from its environment and adapt. A machine
learning framework is reinforcement learning, which
includes a concept of having a scalar value
corresponding to each action, with the goal to carry out
actions that maximizes the scalar values. The machine
has predefined environmental depending formulas
which values an action with a scalar value [10].With
the help of Machine learning we can adjust the speed
of operation of car depending upon traffic pattern. Also,
we can make the car to wait in particular floor in the
particular time of the day. That is in morning time,
passengers are always intended to above the floor if
the building is office. Whereas, in apartments
passengers are always intended to move down. So, in
office buildings the car are always placed in ground
floor at morning time, in apartments car is placed in
higher floor with the help of Machine Learning if the
car is idle. Similarly at lunch time the car is placed in
middle floor of the building. For this Machine learning
needs to learn. Learning happens from the
environment, data has to be collected, stored and
evaluated by the elevator control system as illustrated
in Figure 2. All the information about the environment
builds up a database, which can be used to be flexible
during operation and thereby make the system as
efficient as possible [11].
6. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The algorithm is implemented using the MATLAB
R2015b. MATLAB is very useful for big data, machine
learning, and production analytics systems. MATLAB is
the easiest and most productive software for engineers
and scientists. Useful for analyzing data, developing
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algorithms, or creating models. MATLAB provides an
environment that invites exploration and discovery.

Figure 7. The GUI of Elevator model created in MATLAB

6.1 Pseudo Code NC
Call =current call
FS = 1
N = number of floors
SelectedCar = first car in building
for Every car C in building do
d abs(Car.location − Call.Location)
if C is idle then
newFS == N + 1 − d
else if C is going down then
if Call is above then
newFs == 1
else if Call is below and Call direction is same as C
then
newFs == N + 2 − d
else if Call is below and Call direction is not same as
C then
newFs == N + 1 − d
end if
else if C is going up then
if Call is below then
newFs == 1
else if Call is above and Call direction is same as C
then
newFs == N + 2 − d
else if Call is above and Call direction is not same as
C then
newFs == N + 1 − d
end if
end if
if newFS > FS then
SelectedCar C
FS = newFS
end if
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end for
return SelectedCar
The explanation of the above pseudo code is as followsWhen the user comes and enters the destination floor
to which he/she has to go .The code process the input
as follows. Consider Figure 7 as an example, which has
four floor and two elevators i.e. Elevator A and Elevator
B. In Figure 7 user is making the request from 3rd floor
to move towards 4th floor. The Elevator A is in floor 1
and picking the passenger and is ready to go in the
above direction. The Elevator B is in floor 2 dropping
the passenger and it is also going the above direction.
The FS of Elevator B values more than the FS of
Elevator A. So the Algorithm selects Elevator B as the
best car to serve the request and displays the
information to the user regarding which elevator car
that he/she as to board to reach their destination with
minimum stops as quickly as possible as shown in
Figure 7.
7. CONCLUSION
The group control can make many good decisions from
the current environment it is possible for the elevator
control system to determine the number of passengers
that are waiting at different floors, how long they have
waited and where the cars are currently positioned.
With this data the elevator control system can make
good decisions in down-peak. However data about the
current environment does not improve time efficiency
significantly during up-peak. It is difficult to provide a
definite percentage, but the fact is that machine
learning can increase time efficiency sufficiently to be
considered a valuable approach for elevator control
strategies in office buildings. Future studies can
continue to investigate machine learning and its impact
in the more general case.
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